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Chapter 4

OPERATION CHECK
After connecting the input power cable by following the steps
described through Chapter 3, conduct operation check as described
in this chapter.
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Operation check must be performed in any of the following.

･ Purchasing the equipment
･ Moving the equipment to a new location
･ Using the equipment after it has not been used for a long period

4.1  Selecting the Single- or Three-phase Output Mode

Single- or three-phase output can be selected by using the switch on the equipment, and the status
of use is called the single- or three-phase mode, respectively.

Procedure for selecting the single- or three-phase output mode

・Select either the single- or three-phase output mode when the POWER switch is OFF.

Step 1 Slide up the PHASE switch cover located at the bottom front part of the equipment
until it locks.

Slide up the cover.

Step 2 Operate the PHASE switch located under the cover.  Turn the switch lever upward
to choose the single-phase output mode, and downward to choose the three-phase
output mode.  Slide the PHASE switch cover downward to close it.

Three-phase output mode

Single-phase output mode

WARNING ・Before starting Step 3, make sure you have completed all the procedures of Steps
1 and 2 in Section 4.2.
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Step 3 Following the instructions in Section 4.2, turn the POWER switch ON to set the
output phase mode selected in Step 2 above.
The 1PH lamp (green) to the left of the PHASE switch lights up if the single-phase
output mode is selected.  The 3PH lamp (yellow) lights up if the three-phase output
mode is selected.
When the power is turned on (or when the equipment is operating), the output phase
mode will not switch over even if the PHASE switch is operated.

CAUTION ・The equipment memorizes the setting (voltage, frequency, limit value, etc.) imme-
diately before the  POWER switch is turned OFF.  Therefore, when the POWER
switch is turned ON, the equipment starts up in that same setting.  For this reason,
if the other output phase mode is selected before the POWER switch is turned ON,
the equipment will still start up in the previous output phase mode setting.
To ensure safety when selecting the other output phase mode, turn the POWER
switch ON, then follow the resetting procedure in "4.4  Initial Setup Status".

4.2  Power ON

After connecting the input power cable, check the following a) to e), then follow these steps,
starting with step 1.

a) Check that the input power cable is correctly connected.
b) Check that no output cable is connected to the equipment OUTPUT terminal board.
c) Check that no load is connected to the OUTPUT outlet at the lower front part of the equipment.

d) Ensure that the terminal box cover is installed.

CAUTION ・Conduct an operation check with nothing connected to the OUTPUT terminals
and OUTPUT outlet of the equipment.  Disconnect any load that is connected to
an output.

e) Ensure that the equipment POWER switch is OFF.
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Power ON Operation Checking Procedure

Step 1 Turn on the switch of the power distribution board to which the input power cable is
connected to feed power to the equipment.

CAUTION ・If there is noise, a bad odor, fire, or smoke coming from the equip-
ment when the power is fed, immediately turn off the power dis-
tribution board switch.

Step 2 Check that the LINE lamp at the lower front part of the equipment is lit.

CAUTION ・If the LINE lamp does not light, turn off the power distribution
board switch and recheck the input power cable connection.  Then
restart the procedure from step 1.
Should the LINE lamp still not light, the equipment may be defec-
tive.  Then turn the power distribution switch off and contact your
Kikusui agent.

Step 3 Turn the equipment POWER switch ON.

CAUTION ・If there is noise, a bad odor, fire, or smoke coming from the equip-
ment when the power is fed, immediately turn off the power dis-
tribution board switch.

Step 4 Check that the control panel displays appear both in the single- and three-phase
output modes.
All display examples hereafter refer to those of the PCR6000W2.  Since the display
differs depending on whether the single- phase output mode or three-phase output
mode has been selected, display samples for each mode are shown below.  (The
display differs slightly by model.)
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1. The version is displayed for approx. one minute.  At this time, SELF TEST
blinks.  (The equipment is conducting an internal check.)
Depending on how the equipment is set, the blinking time of the version
display and SELF TEST may be longer than one minute.  (This applies, for
example, in the case where the DC mode is set in the single-phase output mode,
and the three-phase output mode is selected afterwards.)
The version is displayed as "V1.XX" (XX:  numerics) in the current display area.

Single-phase output mode

Three-phase output mode

U
V W

For more details, refer to 4.3, Version Check.

2. If no error is detected by internal check, the display status proceeds to the
Home Position.

Single-phase output mode
OUTPUT

OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

Three-phase output mode
OUTPUT

OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

UU

CAUTION ・If ALARM lights after the self-test, an alarm has been triggered.
See Chapter 9, PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR OP-
ERATIONS.

･ If Err X (X:  numeric) appears, see Chapter 9, PROTECTIVE
FUNCTIONS AND THEIR OPERATIONS.

･ Turning the POWER switch OFF and then ON again in rapid suc-
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cession may cause problems.  After turning the POWER switch
OFF, wait for more than five seconds before turning it ON again.

･ After the POWER switch is turned ON, all control panel indica-
tions may appear.  If this status (all indications lit) continues for
more than one minute, turn the POWER switch OFF.  Wait for
more than five seconds, then turn the switch ON.

･ When the POWER switch is turned OFF, always conduct the fol-
lowing procedure to discharge the internal capacitors connected
to the OUTPUT terminals.
Turn the OUTPUT switch OFF first, wait for more than one sec-
ond, and then turn the POWER switch OFF.

[Description] Home Position
The status obtained immediately after turning the POWER switch ON is
called the Home Position. To return to the Home Position from another
status, press ESC once or twice (regardless of OUTPUT ON/OFF status).

If no error occurs after completing the above steps, the power ON operation check is complete.

4.3  Version Check

The equipment version is displayed on the control panel immediately after the POWER switch is
turned ON.  The version is indicated using "V" and numerics on the current display area.  Other
numerics are not related to the version.  The following shows an example of the PCR6000W2

version 1.00 display.

Single-phase output mode

Three-phase output mode

U
V W

[Description] SHIFT + 3 (SELF TEST)
If the SHIFT + 3 (SELF TEST) is pressed when the POWER switch
has been turned ON, the equipment version is always displayed on
the frequency display area.
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CAUTION ・Turning the POWER switch OFF and then ON again in rapid succession may
cause problems.  After turning the POWER switch OFF, wait for more than five
seconds before turning it ON again.

4.4  Initial Setup Status

The status obtained when power is first fed to the equipment after purchase (factory shipment
status) is called the Initial Setup Status.  The figure below shows the control panel display in the
Initial Setup Status.

Single-phase output mode

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

Three-phase output mode
OUTPUT

OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

UU

The main settings in the Initial Setup Status are as follows:

Single-phase Three-phase
output mode output mode

･ OUTPUT OFF OFF
･ RANGE 100 V 100 V
･ AC/DC AC ―（DC mode is not available.）
･ Frequency 50.00 Hz 50.00 Hz
･ Voltage 0.0 V 0.0 V
･ Voltage display mode RMS U-phase-RMS
･ Current display mode RMS U-phase-RMS
･ GPIB address 1 1

To call up the Initial Setup Status from another status, follow the reset procedure described next
page.  A reset returns all settings to the Initial Setup Status.
Be sure to change the single-phase output mode into the three-phase output mode or vice versa in
the initial set-up state.
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Reset Procedure

Step 1 Turn the POWER switch ON to start from the Home Position.

[Description] Home Position
The status obtained immediately after turning the POWER switch
ON is called the Home Position. To return to the Home Position from
another status, press ESC once or twice (regardless of OUTPUT ON/
OFF status).

Step 2 Press SHIFT + 6 (RESET)

[Description] Shift key operation
In this manual, key operations accompanied by pressing the SHIFT
key are denoted as follows:
Example: SHIFT + 6 (RESET)
Denotes that you should press SHIFT, which lights the SHIFT indication
on the control panel, and then 6.  (This selects the reset function.)

Step 3 The RESET and ENT indications on the control panel blink, waiting for ENT to be
entered.  Waiting for ENT, see " Description  ENT Wait" in Chapter 6.

OUTPUT
OFF

RESET

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

ENT

The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

Pressing ESC in the above condition cancels a reset, returning the display status to
the Home Position.

Step 4 Press SHIFT + ENT
This causes the reset function to work, returning all settings to the Initial Setup Status.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.
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[Description] SHIFT + ENT
SHIFT + ENT is a special key operation used only for the reset
function.  A reset returns all set values and memory data to the Initial
Setup Status; a reset operation should not be easy to perform.
Accordingly, a reset operation cannot be confirmed by simply
pressing ENT, but requires SHIFT + ENT instead.

[Description] Control Panel Angle Adjustment
The control panel can be pulled out as shown below (in two steps).

To house the control panel, press the PUSH button.
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4.5  Basic Operation Check

CAUTION ・Carry out the basic operation check described in this section with nothing con-
nected to the equipment outputs.  If any load is connected to the equipment,
always disconnect such load first.  Also, read 4.1, Power ON, beforehand.

･ If ALARM lights during the basic operation check, it indicates that an alarm has
been triggered.  See Chapter 9, PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR OP-
ERATIONS.

Perform the basic operation check both in the single- and three-phase output modes.

Basic Operation Check Procedure [Single-phase output mode]

Step 1 Follow the reset procedure in 4.4, Initial Setup Status, to enter the equipment in the
Initial Setup Status.

Step 2 Press "V" to call up the voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

SET

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

･ This encloses the voltage display area with a frame and lights SET.

Step 3 Turn JOG clockwise to set the voltage value to 30.0 V (you don't need to press the
ENT).

OUTPUT
OFF

SET

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

･ If the voltage value is increased by too much, turn JOG counterclockwise to
reduce the voltage.
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Step 4 Press ESC to exit the voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

･ SET goes off and only RMS is lit.
･ The "30.0 V" voltage indication change to approximately 0 V.
･ This status displays the output voltage rms.

Step 5 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT ON" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to
29.7-30.3 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

･ In this status, 30 V is applied to the equipment OUTPUT terminal board.

CAUTION ・If there is noise generation, a bad odor, fire, or smoke coming
from the equipment, immediately turn OFF the equipment
POWER switch.

・ If the voltage indication is abnormal in any steps, contact your
Kikusui agent.

Step 6 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT OFF" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to
approximately 0 V.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD
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Step 7 Press SHIFT + 7 (RANGE).
This causes "ENT" and "200 V" below RANGE to blink.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

200V

ACLOAD

ENT 

Step 8 Press ENT.
This causes "100 V" below RANGE to go off and "200 V" to light.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

Step 9 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT ON" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to
29.7-30.3 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

･ In this condition, 30 V is applied to the equipment's OUTPUT terminal board.

CAUTION ・If there is noise generation, a bad odor, fire, or smoke coming
from the equipment, immediately turn OFF the equipment
POWER switch.

・ If the voltage indication is abnormal in any steps, contact your
Kikusui agent.

Step 10 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT OFF" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to
approximately 0 V.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD
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Step 11 Press "V" to enter the voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

SET

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

Step 12 Press "0" and "ENT" in that order.

OUTPUT
OFF

SET

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

Step 13 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT ON" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to
approximately 0 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

Step 14 Press OUTPUT once.  This cause "OUTPUT OFF" to appear.

OUTPUT
OFF

SET

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

Step 15 Press ESC to exit the voltage setting mode.
This extinguishes "SET" and the frame.
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Step 16 Press SHIFT + 7 (RANGE).
This causes "ENT" and "100V" below RANGE to blink.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

200V

ACLOAD

ENT 

Step 17 Press ENT.
This causes "200V" below RANGE to go off and "100V" to light.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

Step 18 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT ON" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to
approximately 0 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

Step 19 Press OUTPUT once.  This causes "OUTPUT OFF" to appear.

This completes the basic operation check.  The next page shows a list of the basic operation check
steps.   This basic operation check enables you to confirm whether the equipment's main functions
are operating normally.

CAUTION ・Before proceeding to the next operation, always turn OFF the POWER switch.
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A List of Basic Operation Check Steps [Single-phase output mode]

Step Operation Checking content Check

１ Call up the Initial Setup Status. See 4.4  Initial Setup Status.

２ Press "V." The voltage display area is enclosed within a
yellow frame.

３ Turn JOG to set 30.0 V. －

４ Press ESC. －

５ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT ON). Voltage indication:  29.7 to 30.3 V

６ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT OFF). Voltage indication:  Approx. 0 V

７ Press SHIFT + 7 (RANGE). ENT and "200V" blink.

８ Press ENT. "100V" goes off and "200V" lights.

９ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT ON). Voltage indication:  29.7 to 30.3 V

１０ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT OFF). Voltage indication:  Approx. 0 V

１１ Press "V." SET lights.  Voltage indication:  30.0 V

１２ Press "0" and "ENT" in that order. Voltage indication:  0.0 V

１３ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT ON). Voltage indication:  Approx. 0 V

１４ Press OUTPUT ( to activate OUTPUT OFF). Voltage indication:  Approx. 0 V

１５ Press ESC. －

１６ Press SHIFT + 7 (RANGE). ENT and "100V" blink.

１７ Press ENT. "200V" goes off and "100V" lights.

１８ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT ON). Voltage indication:  Approx. 0 V

１９ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT OFF). Operation check is complete.
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Basic Operation Check Procedure [Three-phase output mode]

Step 1 Follow the reset procedure in 4.4, Initial Setup Status, to enter the equipment in the
Initial Setup Status.

Step 2 Press "V" to call up the voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

SET

ACLOAD

UU

･ This encloses the voltage display area with a frame and lights SET.

Step 3 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to select the three-phase voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

SET

ACLOAD

U

V W

U

･ This causes the  mark and the letters U, V, and W to appear at the left of the
voltage display area.

Step 4 Turn JOG clockwise to set the voltage value to 30.0 V (you don't need to press the
ENT).

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

SET

ACLOAD

U

WV

U

･ If the voltage value is increased by too much, turn JOG counterclockwise to
reduce the voltage.
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Step  5 Press ESC to exit the voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

UU

･ SET goes off and only RMS is lit.
･ The "30.0 V" voltage indication change to approximately 0 V.
･ This status displays the U-phase output voltage rms.

Step  6 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT ON" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to 29.7-
30.3 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

SET

ACLOAD

UU

･ In this status, 30 V is applied to the equipment's OUTPUT terminal board.

CAUTION ・If there is noise generation, a bad odor, fire, or smoke coming
from the equipment, immediately turn OFF the equipment
POWER switch.

・ If the voltage indication is abnormal in any steps, contact your
Kikusui agent.

Step 7 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT OFF" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to
approximately 0 V.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

UU
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Step 8 Press SHIFT + 7 (RANGE).
This causes "ENT" and "200V" below RANGE to blink.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

200V

ACLOAD

ENT 

UU

Step  9 Press ENT.
This causes "100V" below RANGE to go off and "200V" to light.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

UU

Step 10 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT ON" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to 29.7-
30.3 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

UU

･ In this condition, 30 V is applied to the equipment's OUTPUT terminal board.

CAUTION ・If there is noise generation, a bad odor, fire, or smoke coming
from the equipment, immediately turn OFF the equipment
POWER switch.

・ If the voltage indication is abnormal in any steps, contact your
Kikusui agent.

Step 11 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to display the V-phase voltage.
The voltage indication value is 29.7-30.3 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

VV
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Step 12 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to display the W-phase voltage.  The voltage indication
value is 29.7-30.3 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

WW

Step 13 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to display the U-to-V line voltage.  The voltage
indication value changes to 51.5-52.5 V

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

U

V

U

Step 14 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to display the V-to-W line voltage.  The voltage
indication value is 51.5-52.5 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

WVV

Step 15 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to display the W-to-U line voltage.  The voltage
indication value is 51.5-52.5 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

W

U

W
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Step 16 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to display the U-phase voltage.  The voltage indication
value changes to 29.7-30.3 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

UU

Step 17 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT ON" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to
approximately 0 V.

OUTPUT

OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

UU

Step 18 Press "V" to call up the voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT

OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

SET

ACLOAD

UU

Step 19 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to select the three-phase voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT

OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

SET

ACLOAD

U

V W

U
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Step 20 Press "0" and "ENT" in that order.

OUTPUT

OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

SET

ACLOAD

U

V W

U

Step 21 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT ON" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to
approximately 0 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

ACLOAD

UU

Step 22 Press OUTPUT once.  This cause "OUTPUT OFF" to appear.

OUTPUT

OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

200V

SET

ACLOAD

U

V W

U

Step 23 Press ESC to exit the voltage setting mode.
This extinguishes "SET" and the frame.

Step 24 Press SHIFT + 7 (RANGE).
This causes "ENT" and "100V" below RANGE to blink.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

200V

ACLOAD

ENT 

UU
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Step 25 Press ENT.
This causes "200V" below RANGE to go off and "100V" to light.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

UU

Step 26 Press OUTPUT once.
This causes "OUTPUT ON" to appear, and the voltage indication changes to
approximately 0 V.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

UU

Step 27 Press OUTPUT once.  This causes "OUTPUT OFF" to appear.

This completes the basic operation check.  The next page shows a list of the basic operation check
steps.   This basic operation check enables you to confirm whether the equipment's main functions
are operating normally.

CAUTION ・Before proceeding to the next operation, always turn OFF the POWER switch.
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A List of Basic Operation Check Steps [Three-phase output mode]

Step Operation Checking content Check

１ Call up the Initial Setup Status. See 4.4  Initial Setup Status.

２ Press "V." The voltage display area is enclosed within a
yellow frame.

３ Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE). Causes         to appear at the left of the voltage
display area.

４ Turn JOG to set 30.0 V. －

５ Press ESC. －

６ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT ON). Voltage indication:  29.7 to 30.3 V

７ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT OFF). Voltage indication:  Approx. 0 V

８ Press SHIFT + 7 (RANGE). ENT and "200V" blink.

９ Press ENT. "100V" goes off and "200V" lights.

１０ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT ON). Voltage indication:  29.7 to 30.3 V (U-phase
voltage)

１１ Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE). Voltage indication:  29.7 to 30.3 V (V-phase
voltage)

１２ Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE). Voltage indication:  29.7 to 30.3 V (W-phase
voltage)

１３ Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE). Voltage indication:  51.5 to 52.5 V (U-to-V line
voltage)

１４ Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE). Voltage indication:  51.5 to 52.5 V (V-to-W line
voltage)

１５ Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE). Voltage indication:  51.5 to 52.5 V (W-to-U line
voltage)

１６ Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE). Voltage indication:  29.7 to 30.3 V (U-phase
voltage)

１７ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT OFF). Voltage indication:  Approx. 0 V

１８ Press "V." SET lights.  Voltage indication:  30.0 V

１９ Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE). Causes        to appear at the left of the voltoge
display area.

２０ Press "0" and "ENT" in that order. Voltage indication:  0.0 V

２１ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT ON). Voltage indication:  Approx. 0 V

２２ Press OUTPUT ( to activate OUTPUT OFF). Voltage indication:  Approx. 0 V

２３ Press ESC. －

２４ Press SHIFT + 7 (RANGE). ENT and "100V" blink.

２５ Press ENT. "200V" goes off and "100V" lights.

２６ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT ON). Voltage indication:  Approx. 0 V

２７ Press OUTPUT (to activate OUTPUT OFF). Operation check is complete.
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Chapter 5

CONNECTING A LOAD
After completing the operation check in Chapter 4, connect a load in
accordance with this chapter.

Contents

5.1  Connection to the OUTPUT Terminal Board .... 5-2
[Description] Polarity of the OUTPUT terminal

board ............................................. 5-2

5.2  Connection to the OUTPUT Outlet .................... 5-3
 [Description] Output and Load of this Equipment 5-5
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G N W V U

OUTPUT

PCR-W2 Series Load

WARNING ・Before connecting a load, turn the POWER switch OFF and cut off the power
feed from the power distribution board. Otherwise, personal injury due to an
electrical shock may be caused.

5.1  Connection to the OUTPUT Terminal Board

Securely connect the output cables from a load to the OUTPUT terminal board.
An exclusive OUTPUT terminal board is provided on the equipment for the single-phase output
mode and for the three-phase output mode.  In case of a single-phase load, connect output cables to
L, N, and G terminals on the OUTPUT 1PH.  In the case of a three-phase load, connect the cables
to U, V, W, N, and G terminals on the OUTPUT 3PH.

CAUTION ・Improper connection to the OUTPUT terminal board
1PH or 3PH will not only fail to supply power to the
connected load, but may also cause a failure.

・On the OUTPUT terminal board 1PH,
terminals are aligned in the upper and
the lower lines.  Ensure that all con-
nections are made to the terminals on the lower line.
Never loosen the screws on the upper line.

[Description] Polarity of the OUTPUT terminal board
Terminals L, N, U, V and W of the OUTPUT terminal board are isolated from the
input power; their polarity will not cause any safety problems.  However, since
polarity is relevant when in the DC mode, check the load polarity before
connection.  Grounding can be provided at either L or N in the single-phase
output mode, however, ground N in the three-phase output mode.

CAUTION ・Select the conductor size of output cables based on Wire size and Allowable
Current table shown in step 3 of Chapter 3.

･ If a load has a grounding terminal (GND), always connect a grounding wire to
terminal G of the equipment OUTPUT terminal board.  In this case, the ground-
ing cable should have a diameter greater than or equal to that of the output cables.

･ For the DC mode, use terminal N as a reference and L as + for positive output or
- for negative output.

･ Output from the equipment uses a three-phase four-wire system (Y-connection,
star connection) in the
three-phase output mode;
always connect the neutral
point to terminal N on the
OUTPUT terminal board
of the equipment.

･ Failure to provide the neutral
point may prevent the rated
power from being generated.
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5.2  Connection to the OUTPUT Outlet

■The output outlet can be used only in the single-phase output mode.

No power is supplied to the OUTPUT outlet in the three-phase output mode.
Connect the output cable from a load to the OUTPUT outlet at the front.

This equipment's output is available from both the OUTPUT terminal board at the rear of the
equipment and the OUTPUT outlet at the front.  Note the following items when using an OUTPUT
outlet:

■The OUTPUT outlet is dedicated to the power plugs shown in the figure below.

･ The maximum rated voltage of the OUTPUT outlet and the power plug is 125 V AC.

Maximum output voltage Maximum output current

125 V (rms) AC 10 A (rms) AC

CAUTION ・Do not connect a load when the equipment outputs voltage exceeding the above
limit or is in DC mode.  Otherwise a problem may arise.
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■The maximum output current obtained from the OUTPUT outlet is 10 A (rms) AC.

CAUTION ・If more than 10 A (rms) of output current flows from the OUTPUT outlet, the
CIRCUIT BREAKER at the left of the OUTPUT outlet may open.  This causes
the red button to project from the CIRCUIT BREAKER.  In this case, take the
following steps:

Step 1 Turn the POWER switch OFF.
Step 2 Push the red CIRCUIT BREAKER button.

Step 3 Adjust the load so that the output current is 10 A (rms) or less.
Step 4 Turn the POWER switch ON and set OUTPUT to ON.

■The total value of the output current obtained from the OUTPUT outlet and OUTPUT
terminal board cannot exceed the rated output current.

･ If the output current exceeds the rated value, the overload protective function is activated.

Example: For PCR6000W2, if an output current of 10 A flows though the OUTPUT outlet when
output voltage is 100 V (100 V range), and output frequency 50 Hz, the maximum
output current of the OUTPUT terminal board becomes 50 A (= 60 - 10 A).

■The OUTPUT outlet may decrease performance.

The standard values given in 11.1, Specifications, in Chapter 11 are those obtained when the
OUTPUT terminal board is used.  If the OUTPUT outlet is used, the output voltage load
variation and distortion factor may exceed the standard values.
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  [Description] Output and Load of this Equipment

1. DC Mode

The rated DC output current obtained from this equipment is limited by the
equipment output voltage as shown in the graph below.

DC mode
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Output voltage percentage [%]

Use of the equipment at an output current exceeding the rated DC output current
activates the equipment protective function, which may cause the output voltage
to drop off or to be cut off altogether.  For the detailed protective functions, see
Chapter 9, PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR OPERATIONS.
Output current percentage shows the rate obtained when the maximum rated
current is regarded as 100%.  Output voltage percentage shows the rate obtained
when 100 V/200 V output voltage is regarded as 100% for the 100 V/200 V
output range.
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2. AC Mode

For linear Loads
The rated AC output current obtained from the equipment is limited by the
conditions of the equipment output voltage, and output frequency, as shown in
the graphs below.

AC mode
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The following describes two examples of how to obtain the rated output current for the
PCR6000W2.

Example 1: Where output (phase) voltage is 115 V (100 V range), and output
frequency 50 Hz.
･ Output current percentage at 115 V output voltage: 87% ..... (a)
･ Output current percentage at 50 Hz output frequency: 100% ... (b)

When (a) is compared with (b), (a) is lower than (b); the rated output current is limited by
the value obtained by (a).  Therefore, the maximum output current percentage is 87%.
For the PCR6000W2, since the output current available for 100% output current percentage
in the 100 V output range is 60 A in the single-phase output mode or 20 A in the three-
phase output mode, the rated output current under the above conditions is the following.
In the single-phase output mode: 60×0.87 = 52.2 [A]
In the three-phase output mode: 20×0.87 = 17.4 [A]

Output current percentage [%] Rated output current [A]

Output voltage :  115V 　　(a)   87 (a) ＜ (b) 
Single-phase output mode:
60 × 0.87 = 52.2

Output frequency :  50Hz 　　(b) 100 Select (a) Three-phase output mode:
20 × 0.87 = 17.4

Example 2: Where output (phase) voltage is 240 V (200 V range), and output
frequency 15 Hz.
･ Output current percentage at 240 V output voltage :  83% .. (a)
･ Output current percentage at 15 Hz output frequency :  64% .. (b)

When (a) is compared with (b), (b) is lower than (a); the rated output current is limited
by the value of (b).  Therefore, the maximum output current percentage is 64%.
For the PCR6000W2, since the output current available for 100% output current percentage
in the 200 V output range is 30 A in the single-phase output mode or 10 A in the three-phase
output mode, the rated output current under the above conditions is the following.
In the single-phase output mode: 30×0.64 = 19.2 [A]
In the three-phase output mode: 10×0.64 = 6.4 [A]

Output current percentage [%] Rated output current [A]

Output voltage :  240V (a) 83 (a) > (b)
Single-phase output mode:
30 × 0.64 = 19.2

Output frequency :  15Hz (b) 64
Select (b) Three-phase output mode:

10 × 0.64 = 6.4

In this case, the control panel LOAD level meter indicates the limited output current as
full scale.

If the equipment is used exceeding the condition of the rated output current noted
above, the equipment protective function is activated, which may cause output voltage
to droop or to be cut off altogether.  For further information on the protective functions,
see Chapter 9, PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR OPERATIONS.
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Output voltage

Output current

For loads having a capacitor-input-type rectifying load
When electronic devices having a capacitor-input-type
rectifying circuit are used as loads for this equipment, a
peak current a few times greater than the output current rms
flows near the peak output voltage as the output current.

For loads which draw a rush current
For loads noted below, a rush current (several to several tens
of times greater than the normal current) may flow during several to several tens of
cycles of output frequency when voltage is applied to such a load or when voltage
changes suddenly.

･ Transformers and slide transformers loads
When voltage is applied to a transformer or slide transformer, a rush current of the
maximum several tens to hundreds of times greater than the normal current may
flow during several cycles depending on voltage application timing or the state of
residual magnetism.

･ Motors and lamps loads
When voltage is applied to a motor or lamp loads, a rush current several to several
tens of times greater than the normal current may flow during several tens to
hundreds of cycles.

･ Capacitor-input-type rectifying loads
For electronic devices with a capacitor-input-type rectifying circuit in an power
input block, if a protective (limiting) circuit against rush current is not provided, a
rush current several tens to hundreds of times greater than the normal current may
flow during several cycles.

In above case, the maximum output peak current must not exceed four times of the
maximum rated current (rated output capacity [VA]/100 [V] (for 100 V range) or rated
output capacity [VA]/200 [V] (for 200 V range)).
Also, the output current rms should not exceed the rated output current value calculated
in the case of the linear load noted above.
If the equipment is used at a current exceeding the rated output current (peak or rms)
noted above, the equipment's protective function is activated, which may distort the
output voltage waveform or cut off the output.  For further information on the protective
functions, see Chapter 9, PROTECTIVE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR OPERATIONS.

For loads where surge occurs
Loads (such as a fluorescent lamp) subject to surges when voltage is applied to a load
or when voltage changes suddenly may cause the equipment to malfunction.  In such a
case, install a noise filter in the output circuit.

For output waveform with the low output voltage
When the equipment is used with the low output voltage (less than 10 V), ripple noise
may appear on the waveform of the output voltage and/or output current. It is reason
why PWM inverter has a specific chractor. The equipment is not defective.
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For loads which have small saturation magnetic flux density
To implement a power supply simulation or other functions, DC amplifier is used in
this equipment.
Therefore, DC offset voltage (about 100mV) may be superimposed on AC output.
If the load such as a  transformer which has small saturation magnetic flux density is
connected to the output, an excessive current may flow.
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Describes how to operate various functions of the equipment.
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[Description] Home Position
The status obtained immediately after turning the POWER switch ON is called the
Home Position. To return to the Home Position from another status, press ESC
once or twice (regardless of OUTPUT ON/OFF status).

[Description] Shift Key
When the SHIFT key is pressed, "SHIFT" on the control panel lights, and when
the key is pressed again, "SHIFT" goes off.
Pressing a key when "SHIFT" is lit activates the function written in blue letters
below the corresponding key.
Example: SHIFT + 4 (KEYLOCK)
This indicates that SHIFT should be pressed, which lights "SHIFT" on the
control panel, then "4" pressed.  (This selects the key lock function.)

[Description] ENT Wait
The condition whereby ENT has not yet been pressed to initiate operations made
thus far is called ENT wait.  In this case, "ENT" on the control panel blinks.  To
cancel the operation before pressing ENT, press ESC.

Contents (cont'd)

6.9  Setting the Current/Power Display Mode .......... 6-25
6.9.1 Switching the Current/Power Display Mode

 [Single-phase Output Mode] ...................... 6-25
6.9.2 Switching the Current/Power Display Mode

[Three-phase Output Mode] ........................ 6-26
[Description] Current/Power Display Mode......... 6-27
[Description] Offset display with no load ............ 6-27
6.9.3  How to Use the LOAD Level Meter .......... 6-28
[Description] The LOAD level meter ................... 6-28

6.10  Memory Function ............................................. 6-29
[Description] Memory Function ........................... 6-29
6.10.1 How to Use the Memory Function

[Single-phase Output Mode] ....................... 6-30
6.10.2 How to Use the Memory Function

[Three-phase Output Mode] ........................ 6-32

6.11  Key-Lock Function .......................................... 6-34
[Description] Key lock function by using the Remote

 Controller (with optional equipment) 6-34
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6.1  Setting the Output Voltage Mode (AC/DC)

This equipment has two output voltage modes:  an AC voltage output mode (AC mode) and a DC
voltage output mode (DC mode).  They are selected in accordance with the type of voltage you
wish to output.
The equipment stores the output voltage mode.  When the POWER switch is turned ON, the
equipment starts up in the output voltage mode applied immediately before the POWER switch
was turned OFF.
The output voltage mode is displayed on the control panel as follows:
Since there is theoretically no DC voltage output for three-phase output, no DC mode setting is
possible in the three-phase mode.

AC voltage output mode:  Lights "AC" and displays frequency.
DC voltage output mode:  Displays "dc" in the frequency display area.

[Description] AC+DC mode (with optional equipment)
Use of a Remote Controller (RC02-PCR-L), GPIB Interface (IB11), or RS-232C
Interface (RS11) allows the use of the AC+DC mode.  This causes "AC+DC" to
appear on the control panel.  See Chapter 7 OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT or, for
details, the operation manual of each option.

Procedure for Switching the Output Voltage Mode

The output voltage mode can be switched from the AC to the DC mode or vice versa.

Step 1 When "OUTPUT ON" is lit, press OUTPUT to turn the output OFF.

Step 2 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 3 Press SHIFT + 8 (AC/DC).
･ The control panel display changes as shown below depending on the existing
output voltage mode.
In AC mode: AC lights continuously and +DC blinks.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

AC+DCLOAD

ENT

 

 

In DC mode: +DC lights continuously and AC blinks.

OUTPUT
OFF

A VRMS RMS

RANGE
100V

AC+DCLOAD

ENT 
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Step 4 Press ENT to establish the output voltage mode.
This changes the output voltage mode to the mode which was blinking.
･ To cancel operation and return to the Home Position, press ESC during ENT wait
(the status in which ENT blinks).

･ The output voltage mode can be changed only when OUTPUT is OFF in the
Home Position.

･ In the Initial Setup Status, the equipment is in the AC voltage output mode (AC
mode).

Examples of AC and DC modes
AC mode

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

DC mode
OUTPUT

OFF

A VRMS RMS

RANGE
100V

LOAD

6.2  Setting the Output Voltage Range (100 V/200 V)

The equipment has two output voltage ranges, a 100 V range and a 200 V range.  This range can be
selected as necessary.  The equipment stores the output voltage range data.  When the POWER
switch is turned ON, the equipment starts up in the output voltage range applied immediately
before the POWER switch was turned OFF.
The output voltage range is displayed on the control panel as follows:

100 V range: "100V" below RANGE lights.
200 V range: "200V" below RANGE lights.
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Procedure for Switching the Output Voltage Range

The output voltage range can be switched from the 100 V range to the 200 V range or vice versa.

Step 1 When "OUTPUT ON" is lit, press OUTPUT to turn the output OFF.

Step 2 Press ESC to select the home position.

Step 3 Press SHIFT + 7 (RANGE)
･ The control panel display changes as shown below depending on the existing
output voltage range.

In the 100 V range: "100V" lights continuously and "200V" blinks.
OUTPUT

OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

200V

ACLOAD

ENT

The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

In the 200 V range: "200V" lights continuously and "100V" blinks.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

200V

ACLOAD

ENT

The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

Step 4 Press ENT to establish the output voltage range.
･ When the equipment was in the 100 V range, the 200 V range is selected, and
when in the 200 V range, the 100 V range is selected.

･ To cancel operation and return to the Home Position, press ESC during ENT wait
(the status in which ENT blinks).

･ The output voltage range can be changed only when OUTPUT is OFF in the
Home Position.

･ In the Initial Setup Status, the equipment is in the 100 V range.

[Description] Maximum output current value
The maximum output current value changes depending on the output
voltage range.  The maximum output current value for the 200 V
range is half that of the 100 V range.  Select the range after carefully
checking the equipment specifications.
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6.3  Output Voltage Setting

The equipment stores an output voltage value.  When the POWER switch is turned ON, the equipment
sets the output voltage value applied immediately before the POWER switch was turned OFF.

6.3.1 Output Voltage Setting [Single-phase Output Mode]

Procedure for Setting the Output Voltage

Step 1 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 2 Press "V" to enter the voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

SET

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

･ This causes the frame that encircles the voltage display area to light, indicating
that setting is possible.

Step 3 Set the output voltage.
･ Using the numeric keys (0 to 9), enter a voltage value and press ENT to set it.

[Description] Entering a voltage value
Entry using the numeric keys is possible when the output is OFF.
When the output is ON, entry using the numeric keys is possible only
when the "SET" is lit.  In the voltage setting mode, voltage setting
using JOG/SHUTTLE is always possible.  For details, refer to
Section 6.7, "How to Use JOG and SHUTTLE."

･ The voltage display area indicates polarity (+/-) on the left only in the DC mode.
To reverse polarity, press SHIFT + 0 (+/-).

･ To cancel operation during entry using the numeric keys and to return to step 2,
press ESC or CLR during ENT wait.

･ If an attempt is made to set a voltage that exceeds the specified range, the setting
is ignored.

･ To exit the voltage setting mode, press ESC or F.
･ The equipment can enter the voltage setting mode only in the Home Position or
the frequency setting mode.

･ In the Initial Setup Status, the output voltage set value shows 0.0 V for both the
AC and DC modes.

CAUTION ･ In the AC mode, output voltage can be set from 0.0 V.  However,
the actual output voltage does not go 0 V.  (Approx. 0.1 V may be
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supplied.)
･ Since the equipment's output impedance is very low, current may
flow even when output voltage is set to 0.0 V, depending on the load.
When you do not wish to allow current to flow or when connecting a
load, always set OUTPUT OFF or turn OFF the POWER switch.

6.3.2 Output Phase Voltage Setting [Three-phase Output Mode]

Procedure for Setting the Output Voltage

The equipment offers two methods for setting the phase voltage; individually setting each phase
voltage or simultaneously setting three-phase voltage.

Setting individual phase voltages

Step 1 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 2 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to select the phase voltage display mode.
Each time SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) is pressed, the voltage display mode changes as
follows:

U

V W

U

V V W

U

W

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

UU

･ The above example sets phase U.
To set phase V, set the display so that the  mark and letter V are indicated; to set
phase W, set it so that the  mark and letter W are indicated.

Step 3 Press "V" to enter the voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

A

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

UU

V

SET

･ This causes the frame that encircles the voltage display area to light, indicating
that setting is possible.
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Step 4 Set the output voltage.

･ Using the numeric keys (0 to 9), enter a voltage value and press ENT to set it.

[Description] Entry using the numeric keys is possible when the output is
OFF.  When the output is ON, entry using the numeric keys is
possible only when the "SET" is lit. In the voltage setting mode,
voltage setting using JOG/SHUTTLE is always possible. For details,
refer to Section 6.7, "How to Use JOG and SHUTTLE".

･ To cancel operation during entry using the numeric keys and to return to step 2, press ESC or
CLR during ENT wait.
･ If an attempt is made to set a voltage that exceeds the specified range, the setting is ignored.
･ To exit the voltage setting mode, press ESC or F.
･ The equipment can enter the voltage setting mode only in the Home Position or the frequency
setting mode.
･ In the Initial Setup Status, the output voltage set value shows 0.0 V.

CAUTION ･ Output voltage can be set from 0.0 V.  However, the actual output
voltage does not go 0 V.  (Approx. 0.1 V may be supplied.)

･ Since the equipment's output impedance is very low, current may
flow even when output voltage is set to 0.0 V, depending on the load.
When you do not wish to allow current to flow or when connecting a
load, always set OUTPUT OFF or turn OFF the POWER switch.

Setting three-phase voltage simultaneously

･ Setting the voltage in three-phase voltage setting mode applies the same phase voltage to the U,
V, and W phases.
･ To enter the three-phase voltage setting mode, press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) while in U-phase
voltage setting mode.

Step 1 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 2 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to select the U-phase voltage display mode.  Each time
SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) is pressed, the voltage display mode changes as follows:

U

V W

U

V V W

U

W

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

UU
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Step 3 Press "V" to enter the voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

A

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

UU

V

SET

･ This causes the frame that encircles the voltage display area to light, indicating
that setting is possible.

Step 4 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to select the three-phase voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

SET

ACLOAD

U

V W

U

Step 5 Set the output voltage.

･ Using the numeric keys (0 to 9), enter a voltage value and press ENT to set it.

[Description] Entry using the numeric keys is possible when the output is
OFF.  When the output is ON, entry using the numeric keys is
possible only when the "SET" is lit. In the voltage setting mode,
voltage setting using JOG/SHUTTLE is always possible. For details,
refer to Section 6.7, "How to Use JOG and SHUTTLE".
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6.3.3 Output Line Voltage Setting [Three-phase Output Mode]

Procedure for Setting the Output Voltage

The equipment allows the line voltage to be set only when the U, V, and W phase voltages are
identical.
･ When setting the line voltage, the same value applies to the U-to-V, V-to-W, and W-to-U line
voltages.  Setting individual line voltages is not possible.
･ Before setting the line voltage, set a common phase voltage for all phases.  For instructions on
setting the phase voltage, see 6.3.2, Output Phase Voltage Setting.

Step 1 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 2 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to select the line voltage display mode.  Each time
SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) is pressed, the voltage display mode changes as follows:

U

V W

U

V V W

U

W

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

U

V

U

･ When setting the line voltage, the same value is set for all connections; the phase
indication at the left of the voltage display area may be for U-V, V-W, or W-U.

Step 3 Press "V" to enter the voltage setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

SET

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

UU

V W

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

･ This causes the frame that encircles the voltage display area to light, indicating
that setting is possible.

Step 4 Set the output voltage.
･ Using the numeric keys (0 to 9), enter a voltage value and press ENT to set it.

[Description] Entry using the numeric keys is possible when the output is
OFF.  When the output is ON, entry using the numeric keys is
possible only when the "SET" is lit. In the voltage setting mode,
voltage setting using JOG/SHUTTLE is always possible. For details,
refer to Section 6.7, "How to Use JOG and SHUTTLE".
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6.4  Frequency Setting

The AC mode allows frequency setting.  The equipment stores the frequency, and when the
POWER switch is turned ON, it sets the frequency applied immediately before the POWER switch
was turned OFF.

Procedure for Setting the Frequency

Step 1 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 2 Press "F" to enter the frequency setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

･ This causes the frame that encircles the frequency display area to light, indicating
that setting is possible.

Step 3 Set the Frequency.

･ Using the numeric keys (0 to 9), enter the frequency and press ENT to set it.
･ Frequency setting is also possible using JOG and SHUTTLE.  For details, see
section 6.7, "How to Use JOG and SHUTTLE."

･ If an attempt is made to set a frequency that exceeds the specified range, the
setting is ignored.

･ To exit the frequency setting mode, press ESC or V.
･ The equipment can enter the frequency setting mode only in the Home Position
or the voltage setting mode.

･ In the Initial Setup Status, the frequency is at 50.00 Hz.
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6.5  Limit Value Setting

The equipment allows the voltage and frequency setting ranges to be specified.  Moreover, when
the output current rms high limit is set, the equipment turns the output OFF if the actual output
current value exceeds the high limit.
The high and low voltage and frequency limits and output current rms high limit are all called limit
values.  They are called voltage limit values, frequency limit values, and current limit value for the
voltage, frequency, and output current rms, respectively.
Mode for limit value setting are as follows:

Home Position

Limit value display mode

Voltage limit setting mode High limit setting mode

SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT)

Frequency limit setting mode

Current limit setting mode

Low limit setting mode

High limit setting mode

Low limit setting mode

High limit setting mode

SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT)

HIGH LIMIT

LOW LIMIT

HIGH LIMIT

LOW LIMIT

LIMIT

SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT)

V

F

I

6.5.1  Setting the Voltage Limit Values

A high voltage limit value is called a high limit and a low voltage limit value a low limit.  The
equipment stores voltage limits values, and when the POWER switch is turned ON, it sets the
voltage limit values applied immediately before the POWER switch was turned OFF.

･ In the Initial Setup Status, the voltage limit values are set to the values of the maximum variable
range of the equipment.
･ Any output voltage that exceeds the voltage limits cannot be set, except 0 V; 0 V can be set even
if it is not within the voltage limit range.
･ In the single-phase output mode, high and low voltage limits can be set for both AC and DC voltages,
that is, four limit values can be set.  In the three-phase output mode, high and low voltage limits can be
set for AC (two limit values.)
･ Setting a limit value in the AC mode establishes an AC limit value; setting a limit value in the DC
mode establishes a DC limit value.
･ Setting limit values causes all the phase voltage settings to be limited to those limit values.  Limit
value cannot be set for individual phases.
･ Output line voltage is limited to about 1.73 times the voltage limit value.  Voltage limits cannot
be set for the line voltage.

WARNING ・Output of an unreasonably high voltage due to an erroneous setting may damage
the load connected to the equipment or expose the operator to danger.  Therefore,
always set the voltage limit values beforehand.
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Procedure for Setting the Voltage Limit Value

Step 1 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 2 Press SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT) to select the limit value display mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

LIMIT

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

HIGH LIMIT

LIMITHIGH

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

･ "HIGH" and "LIMIT" light, and the values of the voltage, frequency, and current
high limit appear.

Step 3 Press "V" to select the voltage limit value setting mode.  In this case, the high limit
setting mode is activated.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

HIGH LIMIT

LIMITHIGH

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

･ The frame that encircles the voltage display area lights to indicate that setting is
possible.

Step 4 Set a high limit value.
･ Use the numeric keys or JOG/SHUTTLE to set a high limit value.  Setting is
accomplished in the same way as voltage setting (See Section 6.3, step 3).

Step 5 Press SHIFT + 1 to select the low limit setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

LOW LIMIT

LIMITLIMIT LOW

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

This causes "LOW  LIMIT" to light.

Step 6 Set a low limit value.
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Step 7 Press ESC to exit the voltage limit setting mode.

In the voltage limit setting mode, the following occurs.
･ Pressing SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT) allows you to switch between the high and low limit setting modes.

High limit setting mode

Low limit setting mode

SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT)

HIGH LIMIT

LOW LIMIT

･ Pressing "F" transfers the status to the frequency limit setting mode and pressing "I" to the
current limit setting mode.  However, the low limit setting mode does not allow transfer to the
current limit setting mode even when "I" is pressed.
･ Pressing ESC returns the status to the limit value display mode and pressing ESC once again
selects the Home Position.

6.5.2  Setting the Frequency Limit Values

A high frequency limit value is called a high limit and a low frequency limit value a low limit.  The
equipment stores the frequency limit values, and when the POWER switch is turned ON, it sets the
frequency limit values applied immediately before the POWER switch was turned OFF.

･ In the Initial Setup Status, frequency limit values are set to the values of the maximum variable
range of the equipment.
･ Any frequency that exceeds the frequency limits cannot be set.

WARNING ・Outputting frequency that exceeds the specified range due to an erroneous setting
may damage the load connected to the equipment or expose the operator to dan-
ger.  Therefore, always set the frequency limit values beforehand.

Procedure for Setting the Frequency Limit Value

Step 1 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 2 Press SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT) to select the limit value display mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

LIMIT

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

HIGH LIMIT

LIMITHIGH

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

･ "HIGH" and "LIMIT" light, and the values of the voltage, frequency, and current
high limit appear.
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Step 3 Press "F" to select the frequency limit setting mode.  In this case, the high limit
setting mode is activated.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

HIGH LIMIT

LIMITHIGH

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

･ The frame that encircles the frequency display area lights to indicate that setting
is possible.

Step 4 Set the high limit value.
･ Use the numeric keys or JOG/SHUTTLE to set the high limit value.  Setting is
accomplished in the same way as frequency setting (See Section 6.4, step 3).

Step 5 Press SHIFT + 1 to select the low limit setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

LOW LIMIT

LIMITLIMIT LOW

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

This causes "LOW  LIMIT" to light.

Step 6 Set the low limit value.

Step 7 Press ESC to exit the frequency limit setting mode.

In the frequency limit setting mode, the following occurs.
･ Pressing SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT) allows you to switch between the high and low limit setting modes.

High limit setting mode

Low limit setting mode

SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT)

HIGH LIMIT

LOW LIMIT

･ Pressing "V" transfers the status to the voltage limit setting mode and pressing "I" to the current
limit setting mode.  However, the low limit setting mode does not allow transfer to the current
limit setting mode even when "I" is pressed.
･ Pressing ESC returns the status to the limit value display mode and pressing ESC once again
selects the Home Position.
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6.5.3  Setting the Current Limit Value

The equipment allows a current limit value to be set for both AC and DC. (However, AC is
available only in the three-phase output mode.)  The equipment stores the current limit values, and
when the POWER switch is turned ON, it sets the current limit values applied immediately before
the POWER switch was turned OFF.
･ Setting a limit value in the AC mode establishes the AC limit value; setting a limit value in the
DC mode establishes the DC limit value.
When the current limit value is set, the control panel LOAD level meter displays the full-scale
value of the current limit.  However, if the rated current value is lower than the current limit, it
displays the full-scale value of the rated current.
･ Setting limit values causes all output phase current to be limited to those limit values.  Limit
value cannot be set for individual phases.
･ If a current that exceeds the current limit value flows, the control panel warning "OVERLOAD"
lights and the output voltage drops.  If this condition continues for about 10 s in the AC mode or
about 1 s in the DC mode, the output is automatically turned OFF.
･ The function that controls the current limit works in current rms.  Therefore, it does not directly
respond to the peak current drawn by a capacitor-input rectifying load.
･ In the Initial Setup Status, the current limit value is set to a value 1.1 times greater than the
maximum rated current of the 100 V range.

CAUTION ･ If this equipment's output current becomes greater than that for normal use due to
an error in the load connected to the output of the equipment, the load may be
damaged.  (If the wire that connects the equipment to the load is not sufficiently
thick, the wire may burn.)  To prevent such a problem, use wires with sufficient
current capacity and also set the current limit values.  To select the proper wire,
see the table of the wire size and the allowable current in Chapter 3, Step 3.

Procedure for Setting the Current Limit Value

The current limit value requires only the high limit value setting.

Step 1 Press ESC to select the home position.

Step 2 Press SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT) to select the limit value display mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

LIMIT

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

HIGH LIMIT

LIMITHIGH

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

･ "HIGH" and "LIMIT" light, and the values of the voltage, frequency, and current
high limit appear.
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Step 3 Press "I" to select the current limit value setting mode.

OUTPUT
OFF

LIMIT

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD HIGH LIMIT

LIMITHIGH

The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

･ The frame that encircles the current display area lights to indicate that setting is
possible.

Step 4 Set the limit value.
･ Use the numeric keys or JOG/SHUTTLE to set the high limit value.  Setting is
accomplished in the same way as frequency setting (See Section 6.4, step 3).

Step 5 Press ESC to exit the current limit setting mode.

In the current limit setting mode, the following occurs:
･ Pressing "F" always transfers the status to the frequency limit setting mode and pressing "V" to
the voltage limit setting mode.
･ Pressing ESC returns the status to the limit value display mode and pressing ESC once again
selects the Home Position.
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6.6  Output ON/OFF

Using OUTPUT, switching between the output ON condition (in which power is fed to the load)
and the output OFF condition (in which no power is fed to the load) is possible.
Output ON/OFF is displayed as follows on the control panel.

Output ON status: OUTPUT  ON lights.
Output OFF status: OUTPUT  OFF lights.

Immediately after the POWER switch has been turned ON, output is set to OFF (OUTPUT  OFF)
.  Whenever OUTPUT is pressed, output ON/OFF changes alternately.

Output OFF

Output ON

OUTPUT

POWER switch ON

OUTPUT OFF

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

　 OUTPUT ON

OUTPUT
OFF

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

ON

The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.
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[Description] Output ON/OFF Switching
This equipment does not cut off output from the internal circuits mechanically using
switches and relays, but rather increases output impedance electrically to turn the
output off.  This allows output to be turned ON/OFF in a smooth waveform without
producing any contact chatter.  When output is OFF, the output is in the high
impedance condition*1.

The Output ON phase angle is changed by timing when the OUTPUT switch is
pressed. The Output OFF phase angle is always turned off at zero cross phase so that
the internal output capacitor can discharge with no load output. However, by using the
optional equipment, you can set the output ON/OFF phase angle.

CAUTION ・The output voltage does not go 0 V until the internal output capacitor
has been discharged (100 ms max.) with no load output.

･ When the POWER switch is turned OFF, always conduct the follow-
ing procedure to discharge the internal capacitors connected to the
OUTPUT terminals.
Turn the OUTPUT switch OFF first, wait for more than one second,
and then turn the POWER switch OFF.

・When a load such as capacitor or battery is connected to the output
with DC modes, the output voltage remains until electric charge that
is charged to the load has been discharged.

*1 In the high impedance condition, the impedance (resistance) value is approximately
as follows:
･ For the 100 V output range

ROFF = Approx. 20 / N [ｋΩ]
･ For the 200 V output range

ROFF = Approx. 80 / N [ｋΩ]
N indicates the value equivalent to the PCR-W2 series each phase rated output capacity
[kVA]*2.

Example: Impedance in PCR6000W2's 200 V output range
･ For the single-phase output mode
　 ROFF = Approx. 80 / 6 [ｋΩ] = Approx. 13 [ｋΩ]
･ For the three-phase output mode

ROFF = Approx. 80 / 2 [ｋΩ] = Approx. 40 [ｋΩ]
*2 Each phase rated output capacity in the three-phase output mode is as follows:

All phase rated output capacity / 3

OUTPUT ON
OUTPUT OFFThe phase angle is changed  

by timing when the OUTPUT  
switch is pressed. 
 

The phase angle is always turned  
off at next zero cross phase.
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6.7  How to Use JOG and SHUTTLE

6.7.1  Numeric Setting Using JOG/SHUTTLE

Numeric setting using JOG
Turn JOG clockwise to increase the displayed value or counterclockwise to decrease it.  The
displayed value is established as a set value whenever changed.  (Pressing ENT is not required.)

JOG

IncreaseDecrease

One click

･ JOG is useful in making fine set-value adjustments.
･ Any value that exceeds the allowable range is ignored.

Numeric setting using SHUTTLE
Turn SHUTTLE clockwise and hold it to increase the displayed value continuously or turn it
counterclockwise and hold it to decrease the value continuously.  Return SHUTTLE to the neutral
position to stop the set value change.  The displayed value is established as a set value whenever
changed. (Pressing ENT is not required.)

SHUTTLE

IncreaseDecrease

･ Turning SHUTTLE to a greater degree of angle increases the speed at which the
numeric change is made.

･ The numeric change speed can be changed in four steps.
･ SHUTTLE is useful for changing the set value to an approximate desired value.
･ Any value that exceeds the allowable range is ignored.
･ When SHUTTLE is used, the set value may be increased or decreased too much
because of the rapid speed at which the set value changes.

WARNING ・Output voltage or frequency that exceeds the specified range may damage the
load connected to the equipment or expose the operator to danger.  Therefore,
always set the voltage and frequency limit values beforehand.  For details, see
section 6.5, "Limit Value Setting."
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6.7.2  How to Use the Digit Function

The digit function allows you to change the higher digits than the specified one using JOG or
SHUTTLE when the voltage or frequency is set.  This function is useful for making step changes in
the voltage or frequency setting.

Procedure for Using the Digit Function

Take the following steps in the voltage or frequency setting mode.  (The setting mode is the status
in which the frame encircling the voltage or frequency display area is lit, which is obtained by
pressing V or F.)

Step 1 Press SHIFT + .  (DIGIT).
This causes the cursor (part of the frame) to blink at the specified variable digit, and
to select the digit mode.  This mode allows the digit where the cursor blinks and a
higher digit to be changed.

OUTPUT

ON

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE

Specified digit

100V

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

･ The digit where the cursor blinks is called the specified digit.
･ Pressing SHIFT + . (DIGIT) once makes the specified digit move one digit to the
left.

Step 2 Press SHIFT + . (DIGIT) the required number of times to move the cursor to the
desired digit.
･ Pressing SHIFT + . (DIGIT) when the cursor is at the most significant digit
causes the cursor to return to the least significant digit.

･ The value at the specified digit can also be set using the numeric keys and ENT
key, but the digit function is cancelled after the specified digit is set.

･ To exit the digit function, press ESC, ENT, or CLR.
･ For voltage, the digit function can be used only when SET is lit.
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6.8  Setting the Voltage Display Mode

6.8.1 Switching the Voltage Display Mode [Single-phase Output Mode]

The voltage display modes are provided in the table below.

Voltage display mode Control panel indication (lit)

　Rms value display mode (RMS) 　RMS V

　Peak value display mode (PEAK) 　PEAK V

　Set voltage display mode (SET) 　SET　RMS V

　Average value display mode* (AVE) V

* This mode is available only in the DC mode.

･ In the Initial Setup Status, the rms value display mode (RMS) is activated.
･ The equipment stores the voltage display mode, and when POWER switch is turned ON, it sets
the voltage display mode applied immediately before the POWER switch was turned OFF.

Procedure for Switching the Voltage Display Mode

Step 1 Press SHIFT + V (V MODE).
Whenever SHIFT + V (V MODE) are pressed the voltage display mode changes as
follows:
AC mode

ＲＭＳ 　 ＰＥＡＫ 　 ＳＥＴ 

DC mode

ＲＭＳ 　 ＰＥＡＫ 　 ＳＥＴ 　 ＡＶＥ 

6.8.2 Switching the Voltage Display Mode [Three-phase Output Mode]

The equipment has phase voltage and line voltage display modes.  Each of these modes has specific
voltage display modes.

U

V

W

U

V

V W

U

W

U-phase voltage display mode 

V-phase voltage display mode 

W-phase voltage display mode 

U-to-V line voltage display mode 

V-to W line voltage display mode 

W-to-U line voltage display mode 

Voltage display mode 
Indication at the left of  
the voltage display area (lit)  
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Voltage display mode Control panel indication (lit)

　Rms value display mode (RMS) 　RMS V

　Peak value display mode (PEAK) 　PEAK V

　Set voltage display mode (SET) 　SET　RMS* V
* In the phase voltage display mode, this voltage mode is available only when all phase
voltages are identical and output is ON.  In the line voltage display mode, the mode is
available only when all phase voltages are identical.

･ In the Initial Setup Status, the rms value display mode (RMS) of U-phase voltage is activated.
･ The equipment stores the voltage display mode, and when POWER switch is turned ON, it sets
the voltage display mode applied immediately before the POWER switch was turned OFF.

Procedure for Switching the Voltage display Mode

Switching the phase in which output voltage is displayed

Step 1 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE).
Each time SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) is pressed, the voltage display mode changes as
follows:

U

V W

U

V V W

U

W

When all phase voltages are not identical, the voltage display mode changes as
follows:

U

V W

Switching the output voltage measurement mode

Step 1 Press SHIFT + V (V MODE).
Each time SHIFT + V (V MODE) is pressed, the voltage display mode changes as
follows:

ＲＭＳ 　 ＰＥＡＫ 　 ＳＥＴ 

When output is ON and all phase voltages are not identical in the phase voltage
display mode, or when all phase voltages are not identical in the line voltage display
mode, the voltage display mode changes as follows:

ＲＭＳ 　 ＰＥＡＫ 
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[Description] Voltage Display Mode
The voltage display mode can be classified into a set-voltage display and a measured
voltage display as follows:

Set-voltage display: Displays the currently set voltage.
Measured voltage display: Displays the actual output voltage measured in three

measuring methods.

The output voltage measuring method includes rms value measurement, peak value
measurement, and average value measurement.  One of these measuring methods should
be set for voltage measurement.  The features of these measuring methods are as follows:

rms value measurement (RMS)
Divides a single voltage cycle into 256 portions to measure an instantaneous voltage
value at each portion and calculates the voltage rms value based on the data obtained.
･ This measurement method is available for both the AC and DC modes.

Peak value measurement (PEAK)
Divides a single voltage cycle into 256 portions to measure an instantaneous voltage
value at each portion and obtains the maximum absolute value from among the data
obtained.
･ The peak voltage display provides an absolute value with no polarity sign.
･ The peak value is cleared after every measurement cycle.
･ Since measurement is made by dividing a voltage cycle into 256 portions, if a
narrow pulse having peak voltage is generated between the measurement points, the
peak voltage cannot be measured.

･ This measurement method is available for both the AC and DC modes.

Average value measurement (AVE)
Divides a single voltage cycle into 256 portions to measure an instantaneous voltage
value at each portion and calculates an average value based on the data obtained.
･ This measurement method is available only in the DC mode.

The voltage measurement interval of this equipment is approximately 0.3 s to 2 s.
(This value changes depending on output frequency. The Value is approx. 0.3 s when
the output frequency is near 40 Hz or 40 Hz more.)
Because the internal auto range attenuator is switched when a measured voltage
changes frequently, however, a time when measured value is stabilized is max. 4 times
of above measurement interval.
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6.9  Setting the Current/Power Display Mode

6.9.1 Switching the Current/Power Display Mode [Single-phase Output Mode]

The current/power display modes are provided in the table below.

Current/power display mode Control panel indication (lit)

Current rms value display mode (RMS) 　RMS A
Peak current display mode (PEAK) 　PEAK A
Power display mode (W) W
Average current display mode (AVE)*2 A
* This mode is available only in the DC mode.

･ In the Initial Setup Status, the rms value display mode (RMS) is activated.
･ The equipment stores the current/power display mode, and when the POWER switch is turned
ON, it sets the current/power display mode applied immediately before the POWER switch was
turned OFF.

Procedure for Switching the Current/Power Display Mode

Step 1 Press SHIFT + I (I MODE).
When SHIFT + I (I MODE) are pressed, the current/power display mode changes as
follows:
AC mode

ＲＭＳ 　 ＰＥＡＫ 　 ＳＥＴ 

DC mode

ＲＭＳ 　 ＰＥＡＫ 　 ＳＥＴ 　 ＡＶＥ 
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6.9.2 Switching the Current/Power Display Mode [Three-phase Output Mode]

The current/power display modes, against all phase current, are provided in the table below.

 

U

V

W

U-phase current display mode 
 
V-phase current display mode 
 
W-phase current display mode

Current/power display mode 
Indication at the left of  
the voltage display area (lit)  

Current/power display mode Control panel indication (lit)

Current rms value display mode (RMS) 　RMS A
Peak current display mode (PEAK) 　PEAK A
Power display mode (W) W（Ｅ３）*
* If output power exceeds 10 kW on the PCR12000W2 AC Power Supply, the control panel
displays "E3."

Example)  Display of the control panel for an output power of 12000 W

W

･ In the Initial Setup Status, the rms value display mode (RMS) is activated.
･ The equipment stores the current/power display mode, and when the POWER switch is turned
ON, it sets the current/power display mode applied immediately before the POWER switch was
turned OFF.
･ Measurement of output voltage is not available in the line voltage display mode.

Procedure for Switching the Current/Power Display Mode

Switching the output current display phase
Step 1 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE)

Each time SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) is pressed, the current display mode changes as
follows:

U

V W

Switching the output current measurement
Step 1 Press SHIFT + I (I MODE)

Each time SHIFT + I (I MODE) is pressed, the current/power display mode changes
as follows:

ＲＭＳ 　 ＰＥＡＫ　   Ｗ(Power of each phase)　　Ｗ(Total power of the phases)
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[Description] Current/Power Display Mode
The methods by which the output current can be measured include rms value
measurement, peak value measurement, and average value measurement.  One of these
methods should be set for current/power measurement.  The features of these
measuring methods are as follows:

Current rms value measurement (RMS)
Divides a single current cycle into 256 portions to measure an instantaneous current
value at each portion and calculates a current rms value based on the data obtained.
･ This measurement method is available for both the AC and DC modes.

Peak current measurement (PEAK)
Measures peak current values using an analog peak holding circuit to obtain the
maximum absolute value from among the data obtained.
･ The peak current display indicates an absolute value with no polarity sign.
･ The peak value is cleared after every measurement cycle.
･ This measurement method is available for both the AC and DC modes.

Average current measurement (AVE)
Divides a single current cycle into 256 portions to measure an instantaneous current
value at each portion and calculates an average value based on the data obtained.
･ This measurement method is available for only DC mode.

Power measurement (W)
Divides one voltage cycle and one current cycle into 256 portions each to measure
instantaneous voltage and current values at each portion respectively and calculates
power (W) based on the current and voltage data obtained.
･ This measurement method is available for both the AC and DC modes.
In the three-phase output mode, since power is calculated based on phase voltage and
phase current data, the equipment displays phase power or a total of three phase-power.

The current/power measurement interval of this equipment is approximately 0.3 s to 2 s.
(This value changes depending on the output frequency. The Value is approx. 0.3 s when
the output frequency is near 40 Hz or 40 Hz more.)
Because the internal auto range attenuator is switched when a measured current/power
changes frequently, however, a time when measured value is stabilized is max. 4 times
of above measurement interval.

[Description] Offset display with no load
When the voltage and output frequency are set higher with no load, the dozen of mA
(max.) is displayed on the current display area.
It is reason why reactive current flows the capacitor that is connected to the internal
(output terminal.) The equipment is not defective.
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6.9.3  How to Use the LOAD Level Meter

The equipment LOAD level meter detects the current flowing in a load and displays (for reference)
the ratio of the load current value to the rated current value.

[Description] The LOAD level meter
The current flowing in a load varies depending on the load connected.  The
output current should be derated depending on the output voltage, and frequency
in the AC mode, or depending on the output voltage in the DC mode; the rated
current value changes with the load condition.  Therefore, obtaining an accurate
ratio of the load current value to the rated current value is difficult.  The LOAD
level meter applies a momentary rated current value or current limit value,
whichever is smaller, as a full scale and displays the ratio of a load current value
to the relevant value.  The level meter should be used as a reference to know the
available load current.
The LOAD level meter shows the load status of the phase where the rate of load
current to rated current/current limit values.  It does not necessarily agree with
the output phase that is displayed in the current display area.

Examples of LOAD level meter displays

Below are some display examples of the PCR6000W2 LOAD level meter.
Output voltages described below mean phase voltage in the three-phase output mode.

･ To display derating in the rated output current according to the output voltage setting
Example: For 100 V output voltage (in the 100 V range)

The rated current 20 A is displayed as a full scale.
For 150 V output voltage (in the 100 V range)
The rated current 13.3 A is displayed as a full scale.

･ To display the change in the rated output current caused by the output voltage range
Example: For the 100 V range

The rated current 20 A is displayed as a full scale.
For the 200 V range
The rated current 10 A is displayed as a full scale

･ To display derating in the rated output current caused by output frequency
Example: For 50 Hz

The rated current 20 A is displayed as a full scale.
For 5 Hz
The rated current 10 A is displayed as a full scale.

･ To display the change in the rated output current caused by the output voltage mode (AC/DC)
Example:  For the AC mode

The rated current 20 A is displayed as a full scale.
For the DC mode（Available only in the single-phase output mode）
The rated current 10 A is displayed as a full scale.
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･ To display a current limit set value as the rated output current
Example: For current limit 10 A

The rated current 10 A is displayed as a full scale.

6.10  Memory Function

The function allows the voltage (phase voltage in the three-phase output mode) and frequency set
values to be stored in the memory beforehand for subsequent reading out and setting.  This feature
is convenient for writing frequently used voltage and frequency set-values in the memory.
The memory of line voltage is not provided.

[Description] Memory Function
The memory function allows the output voltage and output frequency set-values
to be written as a set in the memory for later reading out and setting.  The
memory allows nine sets of voltage and frequency to be set.  Read-write  memory
addresses are 1 to 9.
In the three-phase output mode, the memory function is available only in the
phase voltage display mode.  Also, data can be saved to the memory only when
the phase voltage settings are all identical.

The following table shows the data set in the memory in the Initial Setup Status.

Memory address AC voltage
(Phase voltage) Frequency DC voltage

0 0.0 V 50 Hz 0.0 V

1 0.0 V 50 Hz 0.0 V

2 0.0 V 50 Hz 0.0 V

3 0.0 V 50 Hz 0.0 V

4 0.0 V 60 Hz 0.0 V

5 0.0 V 60 Hz 0.0 V

6 0.0 V 60 Hz 0.0 V

7 0.0 V 400 Hz 0.0 V

8 0.0 V 400 Hz 0.0 V

9 0.0 V 400 Hz 0.0 V

･ Since the equipment stores the data in its memory, the stored values can be retrieved
as desired.
･ Memory address 0 is for readout only.
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6.10.1 How to Use the Memory Function [Single-phase Output Mode]

Procedure for Storing Data in the Memory

Step 1 Set the desired output voltage mode (AC or DC).

Step 2 Set the voltage (and frequency) you wish to store.
･ Set only the voltage for the DC mode.
･ Set both voltage and frequency for the AC mode.

Step 3 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 4 Press SHIFT + MEM (STORE).

OUTPUT
OFF

STORE

V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

Step 5 Press any of the keys from 1 to 9 to select the write destination memory address.
This will cause "Ad. X" (X:  number) to appear in the current display area and
"STORE" to blink.

OUTPUT
OFF

STORE

ENT

V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

 

Memory address

Step 6 To establish the memory address, press ENT.
･ To cancel the selection, press ESC.

Step 7 The voltage (and frequency) are written (as a pair) in the memory.
･ Only the voltage is written for the DC mode.
･ Both voltage and frequency are written for the AC mode.
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Memory Read Procedure

Step 1 Set the desired output voltage mode (AC or DC).

Step 2 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 3 Press MEM.

OUTPUT
OFF

MEMORY

ENT

V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD

 

Memory address

Step 4 Press any of the keys from 1 to 9 to select the read destination memory address.
This will cause "Ad. X" (X:  number) to appear in the current display area.  The
voltage and frequency stored in the relevant memory address are retrieved and
displayed in the respective voltage and frequency display areas.
･ Only the voltage is retrieved in the DC mode.
･ Both voltage and frequency are retrieved in the AC mode.

Step 5 To establish the retrieved value(s) as the set value(s), press ENT.
･ To cancel the value(s), press ESC.
･ In the DC mode, only the voltage is set.
･ In the AC mode, both voltage and frequency are set.

[Description] A maximum of 99 sets of memory-stored data to be
set (with optional equipment)

Use of the Remote Controller (RC02-PCR-L), GPIB Interface
(IB11), or RS-232C Interface (RS11) allows a maximum of 99 sets
of memory-stored data to be set.  In this case, memory addresses 1 to
9 can be accessed from both the control panel and the optional
equipment.  See Chapter 7  OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT or, for
details, see the operation manual of each unit.
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6.10.2 How to Use the Memory Function [Three-phase Output Mode]

Procedure for Storing Data in the Memory

Step 1 Set the phase voltage (and frequency) you wish to store.  All phase voltages must be
identical.

Step 2 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 3 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to select the phase voltage display mode.

Step 4 Press SHIFT + MEM (STORE).

OUTPUT
OFF

V

Hz

RMS RMS

U
RANGE
100V

STORE

ACLOAD

U

Step 5 Press any of the keys from 1 to 9 to select the write destination memory address.

This will cause "Ad. X" (X:  number) to appear in the current display area and
"STORE" to blink.

OUTPUT
OFF

V

Hz

RMS RMS

U
RANGE
100V

STORE

ACLOAD

ENT

U

Memory address

Step 6 To establish the memory address, press ENT.

･ To cancel the selection, press ESC.

Step 7 The voltage (and frequency) are written (as a pair) in the memory.
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Memory Read Procedure

Step 1 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 2 Press SHIFT + 2 (PHASE) to select the phase voltage display mode.

Step 3 Press MEM.

OUTPUT
OFF

V

Hz

RMS RMS

U
RANGE
100V

MEMORY

ACLOAD

ENT

U

Memory address

Step 4 Press any of the keys from 1 to 9 to select the read destination memory address.
This will cause "Ad. X" (X:  number) to appear in the current display area.  The
voltage and frequency stored in the relevant memory address are retrieved and
displayed in the respective voltage and frequency display areas.

Step 5 To establish the retrieved value(s) as the set value(s), press ENT.

･ To cancel the value(s), press ESC.

[Description] A maximum of 99 sets of memory-stored data to be
set (with optional equipment)

Use of the Remote Controller (RC02-PCR-L), GPIB Interface
(IB11), or RS-232C Interface (RS11) allows a maximum of 99 sets
of memory-stored data to be set.  In this case, memory addresses 1 to
9 can be accessed from both the control panel and the optional
equipment.  See Chapter 7  OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT or, for
details, see the operation manual of each unit.
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6.11  Key-Lock Function

The key lock function prevents key operation through the control panel.
This function is used to prevent the set values from being changed by accident in order to retain the
desired output voltage and frequency.
･ The key-lock function is not applied in the initial setup status.

[Description] Key lock function by using the Remote Controller (with optional
equipment)

Operation via the control panel can also be locked using the key-lock function
when the Remote Controller (RC02-PCR-L) is used.  For details, see the
operation manual of the Remote Controller.

Key-Lock Procedure

Step 1 Press ESC to select the Home Position.

Step 2 Press SHIFT + 4 (KEYLOCK).
This activates the key-lock mode, causing KEYLOCK to light.

OUTPUT

ON

KEY LOCK

A V

Hz

RMS RMS

RANGE
100V

ACLOAD The figure on the 
left shows a sample 
single-phase output 
display.
The main part of 
the display stays 
unchanged for the 
three-phase output 
mode as well.

･ OUTPUT ON/OFF is available even in the key-lock mode.

･ The key-lock mode is retained until cancelled.  If the key-lock mode was on when the POWER
switch was turned OFF, the key-lock mode is also activated when the POWER switch is turned
ON again (however OUTPUT is turned OFF).
･ To cancel the key-lock mode, press SHIFT + 4 (KEYLOCK) again.
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Chapter 8
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8.1  Front Panel

8.1.1  Control Panel Operating Section

1 10 8 9 7

435

11

1262

1 OUTPUT Selects output ON/OFF.  (Whenever this switch is pressed, output ON/OFF is
switched alternately.)  The output status is indicated by the ON/OFF indication at
the upper-left side of the control panel.  Immediately after the POWER switch is
ON, output is OFF.

2 ESC Used to end or cancel each operation.

3 JOG Used to set numbers for voltage, frequency, etc.  This is a rotary encoder with 10
clicks per rotation.  The encoder increases the set value when it is turned
clockwise or decreases the set value when it is turned counterclockwise.

4 SHUTTLE Used to set numbers for voltage, frequency, etc.  You can choose four levels by
setting the change speed, which varies with the angle to which the SHUTTLE is
turned.  The set value increases when the SHUTTLE is turned clockwise and
decreases when it is turned counterclockwise.

5 ENT Establishes the key operation.
ENT blinks during ENT wait.

6 SHIFT Enables the function set out in blue letters below each key.
To use such a function, press SHIFT, and then press the relevant key.  If SHIFT
is pressed, SHIFT in the display panel lights up.

7 V Selects the voltage setting mode or the voltage limit setting mode.  When any of
these modes is selected, the frame encircling the voltage display area lights up.

SHIFT + V (V MODE)
Switches the voltage display mode.  The voltage display mode includes the set
voltage (SET), rms value (RMS), peak value (PEAK), and average value (AVE)
.  (The average value display mode is available only in the DC mode.)
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8 F Selects the frequency setting mode or the frequency limit setting mode.
If one of these modes is selected, the frame encircling the frequency display area
lights up.

SHIFT + F (GP-IB)
Used to change the option setting when an option is used.  For further details, see
the operation  manual for each option.

9 I Selects the current limit setting mode.  When the mode is selected, the frame
encircling the current display area lights up.

SHIFT + I (I MODE)
Switches the current display mode.  The current display mode includes the rms
value (RMS), peak value (PEAK), power (W), and average value (AVE).
(The average value display mode is available only in the DC mode.)

10 0, 1, 2, .... 9 (numeric keys), and .
Used to directly enter the voltage, current, and frequency values.  ( . : Decimal
point)
・A value entered is established when ENT is pressed or is canceled when ESC
is pressed.

SHIFT + 0 (+/-)
Switches the DC mode voltage polarity (+/-).

SHIFT + 1 (LIMIT)
Selects the limit value display mode for voltage, frequency, and current.  When
this mode is selected, the LIMIT above the current display area and the HIGH
LIMIT or LOW LIMIT above the voltage display and frequency display areas
lights up.  The frame encircling one of these display areas also lights up.

SHIFT＋2 (PHASE) [Available only in the three-phase output mode]
･ Used to select either phase voltage or line voltage display mode or to select
either output phase voltage or output line voltage for display in the voltage
display area.

･ Used to select the output phase current for display in the current display area.

SHIFT + 3 (SELF TEST)
Used to select the self-test mode in the event of an alarm or overload.  If this
mode is selected, SELF TEST in the control panel lights up.  At the same time,
the current display area indicates "No." and a number, while the voltage display
area indicates "Ad." and a number.  Also the frequency display area indicates the
equipment version.

SHIFT + 4 (KEYLOCK)
Selects the key lock mode.  The key lock mode is also available when the
Remote Controller (RC02-PCR-L) is used.  In the key lock mode, KEY LOCK
lights up and all keys except OUTPUT and SHIFT + 4 (KEYLOCK) keys are
disabled.

SHIFT + 5 (SENSING)
Not used.
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SHIFT + 6 (RESET)
Resets the equipment.
When a reset is made, all set values return to their Initial Setup Status (factory
shipment status).
･  A reset can be established by pressing SHIFT + ENT.

SHIFT + 7 (RANGE)
Selects the output voltage range.  "100V" below the RANGE indication lights up
in the 100 V range and "200V" lights up in the 200 V range.
･ When SHIFT + 7 is pressed, the range indication to be selected blinks.
Pressing ENT will determine the mode selection.

SHIFT + 8 (AC/DC) [Available only in the single-phase output mode]
Switches the AC mode to the DC mode or vice versa.  In the AC mode, "AC"
above the frequency display area lights up.  In the DC mode, "dc" above the
frequency display area appears.
･ When SHIFT + 8 is pressed, the mode to be selected blinks.  Pressing ENT
will determine the mode selection.

In the AC + DC mode, "AC + DC" in the control panel lights up.
･ To use the AC + DC mode, an option is required.  For further details, see
Chapter 7 OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT and the operation manual for each option.

SHIFT + 9 Not used.

SHIFT + . (DIGIT)
Selects the digit mode that enables arbitrary and higher digits to change in the
voltage setting or frequency setting mode.
In the digit mode, part (cursor) of the frame encircling the voltage display or
frequency display area blinks, thereby allowing the relevant and higher (left of
the relevant digit) digits to change.
･  Whenever SHIFT + . (DIGIT) is pressed, the cursor moves to the left.

11 CLR Cancels the set value and calls the previous value.

SHIFT + CLR (ALM CLR)
Clears the alarm status in the event of an alarm.

12 MEM Calls voltage (and frequency) values from the memory.
Pressing MEM and then any of 1 to 9 keys to select a memory address will cause
"Ad. X" (X: memory address) to appear in the current display area and will call
the voltage (and frequency) stored in the relevant memory address to the voltage
display (and frequency display) area (or areas).
･  Pressing ENT establishes the voltage (and frequency) called.

SHIFT + MEM (STORE)
Writes the voltage (and frequency) value (or values) in the memory.
Set the voltage (and frequency) you wish to store and press SHIFT + MEM
(STORE).  Then press any of keys 1 to 9 to select the memory address.  After that
press ENT.  This will store the value or values in the memory.
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8.1.2  Control Panel Display Unit

OUTPUT S -MODE

SELF TEST

ON OFF

RESET

1 2 3 4 5

RS-232C
GP-IB

TALK SRQ
LISTEN

KEY LOCK

ALARM
MEMORY STORE LIMIT LIMITSET HIGH LOW

LIMITHIGH LOW

W
A V

Hz

U

V W
RMS�
PEAK

U

V W
RMS�
PEAK

RANGE
100V

200V

AC+DC

GP-IB�
ADRS�
DLM

LOAD

OVER�
 LOAD

SHIFT

ENT

+
-

1

15

27

19

18 10 6 7 8 4

 

 
11 22 26 23 12 9 17 13 14

16 2427 25 13 27 21 13 14

3

2

5

20

28

1 OUTPUT ON/OFF
ON lights up when the output is set to ON, and OFF lights up when it is set to
OFF.  Immediately after the POWER switch is turned ON, output is OFF.  When
OUTPUT is pressed, output ON/OFF changes alternately.

2 ENT Blinks before operation or before a set value is established.  The status in which
ENT is blinking is called ENT wait.

3 SHIFT Lights up when the SHIFT key is pressed.  (Shift mode)

4 Voltage display area
Displays the voltage value, etc.

5 Frequency display area
Displays the frequency value, etc.

6 Current display area
Displays the current value, etc.

7 SET Lights up when the set voltage is displayed in the voltage display area.

8 RMS Lights up when the value displayed in the voltage display area is rms.

9 PEAK Lights up when the value displayed in the voltage display area is the peak value.

10 RMS Lights up when the value displayed in the current display area is rms.

11 PEAK Lights up when the value displayed in the current display area is the peak value.

12 W Lights up when the value displayed in the current display area is a value of
power.

13 HIGH LIMIT/LIMIT
Lights up when the high limit setting mode is selected.

14 LOW LIMIT
Lights up when the low limit setting mode is selected.
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15 SELF TEST
Blinks in the self-test mode.
In the self-test mode, the current display area displays "No." and a number, the
voltage display area displays "Ad." and a number, and the frequency display
area displays the equipment version.

16 KEYLOCK
Lights up in the key lock mode.
In the key lock mode, no keys other than the OUTPUT and SHIFT + 4
(KEYLOCK) keys can be used.

17 U

V W
 and the letter of the output phase to be displayed in the voltage display area

are lit during phase voltage display mode.
U

V W
 and the letters of the output line to be displayed in the voltage display area

are lit during line voltage display mode.

18 U

V W
 and the letter of the output phase to be displayed in the current display area

are lit.

19 RESET Blinks together with ENT when the SHIFT + RESET keys are pressed.
Pressing the SHIFT + ENT keys in this status will reset the equipment, returning
all the set values to their initial setup status (factory shipment status).

20 RANGE Displays the output voltage range.
"100V" below the RANGE indication lights up when the 100 V range is
selected, and "200V" lights up when the 200 V range is selected.

21 AC+DC Displays the output voltage mode.  "AC" lights up in the AC mode and
"AC+DC" lights up in the AC + DC mode.
･ The AC + DC mode requires an option.  See Chapter 7 OPTIONAL
EQUIPMENT and, for further details, the operation manual of each option.

22 MEMORY Lights up during memory write/read execution.

23 STORE Lights up when data is written into the memory.

24 LOAD Displays the ratio of a load current value to the rated current value as guidance.

25 OVERLOAD
Lights up if overload (over current) occurs.  If this condition continues for a few
seconds, the output is set to OFF and alarm is generated, sounding an
intermittent buzzer tone.

26 ALARM Lights up when the intermittent buzzer tone is generated in the event of alarm.

27 S-MODE Lights when an option is used.
However, once an option is used, this indication may be lit even when such
option is disconnected.  For further details about this, see the operation manual
of the relevant option.

28 E3 Is displayed on the current display area with the output power of 10 kW or more.

RS-232C

GP-IB
TALK SRQ
LISTEN

GP-IB
ADRS
DLM
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8.1.3  Front Panel Upper Part

3 2 1 3

1 Control panel

2 SLOT1 Allows optional board connection.

3 Grips Use the grips to move the equipment along a flat place only.

WARNING ・Do not use the handgrips to lift equipment.  The grips are pro-
vided only for moving the equipment across a flat surface and
will not support the equipment's weight.
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8.1.4  Front Panel Lower Part

321 564

4

1 POWER The equipment's power switch.
Inclining the lever up turns the POWER switch ON, while inclining the lever
down turns the switch OFF.
The equipment stores the following value.  When the POWER switch is turned
ON, the equipment starts up with the set values applied immediately before the
POWER switch was turned OFF.
･ Output voltage and frequency set values
･ Output voltage range (100 V/200 V)
･ Output voltage, frequency, and current limit values
･ Output voltage mode (AC/DC)
･ Voltage, current, and power display modes
･ Key lock

2 LINE lamp This lamp lights up when input power is fed into the INPUT terminal board.

WARNING ・This lamp lights up regardless of the POWER switch ON/OFF.
When this lamp is lit, voltage is being applied to the INPUT ter-
minal board.  Therefore, do not touch the INPUT terminal board.

3 PHASE switch
This switch selects the single- or the three-phase output mode.  The switch is
provided with a cover to prevent misoperation.  To operate the switch, slide the
cover upward.
Select the requested mode when the POWER switch is turned OFF.
If the POWER switch is turned ON (to set the equipment in operation), mode
selection is disabled.
Turn the lever upward to select the single-phase output mode, and downward to
select the three-phase output mode.

4 1PH/3PH lamp
The 1PH lamp (green) lights up for the single-phase output mode, and the 3PH
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lamp (yellow) lights up for the three-phase output mode.  One of the two lamps
will turn on when the POWER switch is turned ON.

5 OUTPUT outlet
Used to obtain the output from the front panel.

CAUTION ・The maximum current available is 10 A (rms) AC and the maxi-
mum voltage is 125 V (rms) AC.

6 CIRCUIT BREAKER
Flowing an output current of 10 A (rms) or more through the OUTPUT outlet
may interrupt the CIRCUIT BREAKER to the left of the OUTPUT outlet.  This
will cause the red button to project from the CIRCUIT BREAKER, thereby,
interrupting  the circuit.  In this case, see the procedure set forth in the latter half
of 5.2  Connection to the OUTPUT Outlet.

8.1.5  Air-Intake, Casters, and Others

2

1

3

1 Air-intake For cooling the inside of the equipment.  The built-in air filters require periodic
cleaning.

2 Casters Allow the equipment to be moved in any direction.  The casters have a lock
which temporarily fixes the equipment onto the floor.

CAUTION ・To fix the equipment, always use the stopper described below,
together with the caster locks.

3 Stopper Used to fix the equipment on the flat floor.

CAUTION ・When installing the equipment, always apply the stopper.
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8.2  Rear Panel

8.2.1  Rear Panel Lower Part

1

3 2

4

1 Terminal box
Incorporates the INPUT, OUTPUT, SENSING terminal boards and INPUT
VOLTAGE SELECTOR switch.

2 INPUT terminal board
Used to connect input power.

WARNING ・Before connecting the input power cable, always cut off the
power feed from the power distribution board.

3 OUTPUT 1PH terminal board
Connect a single-phase load.  Power is supplied only in the single-phase output
mode.

WARNING ・Before connecting an output cable, always cut off the power feed
from the power distribution board.

4 OUTPUT 3PH terminal board
Connect a three-phase load.  Power is supplied only in the three-phase output
mode.

WARNING ・Before connecting an output cable, always cut off the power feed
from the power distribution board.
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8.2.2  Exhaust Port(s)

The exhaust port or ports are provided to cool the inside of the equipment with air.

CAUTION ・Set up the equipment at least 20 cm distance from the wall, and do not place
anything within 20 cm of the exhaust port.

 Exhaust ports

The geomentry of the exhaust ports is different in the PCR6000W2 and the PCR12000W2.
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